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LANGUAGE CAMPS
Keyhole International specialise in

offering a range of education

courses, all of which are accredited

by professional bodies. The courses

offer excellent education experiences

to students wanting to supplement

their education in an international

environment, alongside students

from all over the world



ACADEMIC
SUBJECT CAMPS

Are you preparing for, or already

studying for your IGCSE’s, A-

Levels, or IB? If so, we have a

range of courses that will allow

you to get ahead by learning in a

truly international setting.

Based at incredible venues,

where you will have the

opportunity to visit some

amazing locations, our camps

are perfectly suited to meet both

your personal and academic

needs.



S P O R T S  P E R F O R M A N C E
C A M P S

Whether you are eyeing a professional career,
want to get an edge over your peers during

the off-season, or just love a particular sport,
then our sports performance camps are

perfectly suited to your needs. We offer either
total sports camps, or a camp which

combines sports training with English
development lessons. Being trained by

professional coaches, you get to live like a
professional in some of the most wonderful

locations in England.

 



C U L T U R A L  T R I P S

 

If, as a school you want to give your students the
opportunity to travel, learn and experiencing
some of the best cities in Europe, then we can

organise this for you. You will learn about your
chosen locations in a very hands on way, by

immersing the group in local culture and thereby
bringing your student’s adventures to life…..

L O C A T I O N S

 

London

Edinburgh

Paris

Amsterdam

Rome

Madrid

Much more more.......



ADULT
COURSES
Here at Keyhole

International, we have a

wide range of courses

which are specifically

designed for adults. We

can tailor make your

experience in terms of

courses, exams,

duration,

accommodation.

Contact us and we can

organise the perfect

course for you.
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COURSES

Add a little bit of body text

We have a  range of
English course, including

 
General English

Business English
Legal English

Medical English
Secretarial English

Financial English
Engineering English

Teacher Training



About us
When I finished my teaching career in Sao Paulo, Brazil, I wanted to remain in International Education

but wanted to be able to base myself in the South West of England so that I could be closer to my friends
and family. I have a young family and it was important to my wife and I that our two sons grew up

surrounded by a strong family network. Being based in the UK is one of Keyhole International's Unique
Selling Points. The landscape of education experiences being offered in the UK is constantly changing

and Keyhole International prides itself on building relationships with the providers which are
consistently offering the highest level of experiences within the market. There is a huge range of

opportunities in the UK for international students to come and study here. I know though, that with this
added level of choice, comes a certain level of indecision and confusion for those that are trying to make

this important decision. One of Keyhole International’s main goals is to remove this indecision and
confusion by matching the students personality and their academic needs with the most appropriate

education experience that is available. This process will undoubtedly help you to choose the best
experience, so that you can concentrate on learning, forming friendships with people from all over the

world and creating memories that will last a lifetime.



"Studying abroad is
the single most
effective way of

changing the way we
view the world"



FACEBOOK

www.facebook.com/keyholeinternational

TWITTER

@KeyholeInter

INSTAGRAM

keyholeinternational

WEBSITE

@www.keyholeinternational.com

EMAIL

gs@keyholeinternational.com



Thank you for
reading!


